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1. INTRODUCTION

access data in the cloud, or not. Furthermore the
data independently from native CSP security system
has to enforce restrictions by carrying the necessary
decision rules with it.

This paper outlines some of the key functional
characteristics required for the creation of secure
identity and identity meta-data framework hosted in
the cloud. Many information infrastructures are
moving to the cloud, and thus require increased
protection for not only malicious outsiders, but seek
for new safeguards that will protect the information
independently from the Cloud Service Provider
(CSP) security features [1].

● Location and consistent access issues.

Any solution should address:

Information, once released into the cloud, may be
stored at several locations, across several
jurisdictions and can be hosted by various cloud
services. These may not necessarily share the
information required to take legitimate access
control decisions.

● Sharing and Data Protection Act.

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Whilst the solution should address major personal
and sensitive personal data protection concerns,
they should also combine well-established open
standards to deliver an easily adaptable model for eHealth, especially for simplicity and to support
modern data sharing services, whilst respecting the
Data Protection Act (DPA) principles.

Some projects focus on creating a framework
capable of hosting Big Data in the Cloud. Building a
platform for electronic health systems is a
challenging task, due to the need to support legacy
systems which may be using various database
types. Such data repositories cannot be simply
migrated to cloud services.

● Personal Identifiable Information (PII).

The Microsoft HealthVault project defines in detail,
several data schemas that can represent legacy
medical database structures. eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) data format used by Microsoft to
represent data stored in native medical systems is
easy to integrate with modern systems. Data
schemas covered by Microsoft HealthVault can be
effectively adapted for specific medical institutions.

This includes any personal information that cannot
flow without governance [2]. Access to such
information requires the data owner's consent [3]. In
order to deliver cloud services that would respect
legal aspects of data protection, the data sharing
system require a move to digital identity centric
models.

Some have also used XML solutions to support
legacy systems in health-care, education industry
and so on [5, 6].

● Level of Assurance (LoA).
This guaranties a defined quality of digital identity
[4]. It is an essential criteria on whether a person can
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Figure 1: Sticky-policies granularly control access over patient's medical record

3. IDENTITY META-DATA

Information (PII) with high accountability: where
each personal data access attempt is a subject of
extensive auditing [8]. Furthermore, the complete
implementation of the sticky policy model supports
several security auditing functions. Any security
breach or a data leakage incident is reported by
sticky policies framework and can be tracked ─ with
potential legal consequences ─ as policies can be
combined to technically enforce the Data Protection
Act (DPA) principles. Data-owners pre-selected,
approved policies follow data released into the
Cloud and specify how the sticky policy can be
interpreted by the Trust Authority (TA) [9].
Information about the TA is attached to the policy
and is passed to the Service Provider (SP) (i.e.
eHealth system).

To build a digital identity-oriented system, where a
person ─ an identity owner ─ is responsible and
accountable for owning the data as well as data
access, we need to look at the various steps of the
processes starting from person identification,
through to authentication (AuthN); authorization
(AuthZ); and accounting.
These systems need to efficiently find relevant
pieces of information among a large volume of other
records. Highly efficient identity-centric framework
can for example utilize JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) framework [7], which is based mostly on
open standards but is efficiently utilized in
commercial implementations.

An XML schema that can store sticky-policy
definition can be integrated into identity meta-data.
Furthermore, some authors successfully integrated
eXtensible Access Control Mark-up Language
(XACML) representing sticky policy with Office Open
XML (OOXML) document representing any
information related to identity owner. XACML is a
Sticky-policies based standard from OASIS, where
the policy model defines tuple relationships where
subject performs particular action against object.

3.1 Sticky Policy
Sticky policies group rules define who can access
the, when, where and how. Unlike other access
control models, the policy is ‘attached’ to the data.
Sticky policy added to a patient medical report (see
Figure 1) would cover a data owner consent and
define the rights to process that data. This access
control model would secure Personal Identifiable
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3.2 OOXML policy wrapper Framework
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